


Where space meets time, 
here is the place where the most glamour 
stylistic excesses are created, peculiar 
features of crucial sectors like the sanitary 
wares: the new reference point of the urban 
style is about to achieve the bathroom and 

kitchen and it has one only name: 
 

PROGRAM ONE



The 
new 
URBAN style.



PROGRAM ONE is a collection of modular faucets with 
an exclusive stylistic accent, that unique hint of refinement 
enhancing the living ambience with a trendy design; the 
perfect match of past, present and future in an unique 
mood.

PROGRAM ONE is synonymous of temporal combination 
of a faucet line with an industrial mood: proper lines and 
specific geometries reminding to a past style but strongly 
contemporary, perfectly identified with a contemporary 
design.

The stylistic terseness of a mood, synthesis of industrial 
and civil engineering, composes a line of product 
characterized by dynamic faceting, able to enrich 
the living ambience with exclusive and charismatic 
performance.

For this reason, the faucets belonging to PROGRAM ONE 
are not simple and mere functional products for bathroom 
and kitchen anymore, but they change to veritable design 
furnishing, whose presence represents a precious stylistic 
pleasantness of distinction.



MO
DU
LAR

Program One is 
MODULAR
and, as such, even Customization: it 
is a collection that can be extremely 
modulated, that can allow to obtain 
different combinations thanks to a 
wide choice of ranges in handles 
and finishing.
All this can enable the pleasure 
of the final result, the faucet that 
personalize with charisma the 
living ambience. 



GLOBAL

Program One is 
GLOBAL

The faucets belonging to the 
collection capture the art of 

preciousness with its own 
glamour expression, fitting 

the modern trend of bathroom 
furnishing field. Their language 

of stylistic and functional 
innovation is oriented to the 

global market.



ARCHI
TEC

TURAL

Program One is 
ARCHITECTURAL
Its stylistic key concepts are 
addressed in an exclusive way to 
the professionals of architectural 
and interior design, primary target 
of this collection.



Where does PROGRAM ONE collection come from?

Program One itself contains passion, art, creativity, 
innovation and everything captivating the user in the 
search of the stylistic distinctiveness of his living.

This collection is inspired by the geometric circle. The 
shape is round, universal, simple, yet when combined 
with good proportional balance and creativity, 
perfect unto itself.

Program One is a collection designed by AF New 
York to create a program to communicate the global 
language of architecture, as it relates to all world urban 
areas for both residential and contract projects and 
the budgetary requirements of project development. 
Fine art, modern technology, New York Design, and 
the idea of customization were key factors in creating 
this program.

AFNY has been a proponent of the NY Design 
Movement and this program was an expression of 
that design philosophy that was developed in New 
York City for the world market.

The new 
URBAN style



HANDCRAFTED 
WITH PASSION

The Program One production can be 
recognized in the careful and experienced 
work of WTS Group maison, whom mission is 
an incessant processing of art and technology, 
absolute signature of a distinguished Made in 
Italy, making the innovation its own key point.

The PROGRAM ONE faucets themselves 
explain their elegant functionality in the full 
respect of that water system at the turn of 
evergreen ages, like tales of stylistic and 
historical interest that, however, do not back 
out of the efficiency of modern times and of the 
need to have a green philosophy, expressing 
themselves by a cutting-edge Water Saving 
technology, under the deep experience of 
WTS Group.



HANDCRAFTED 
WITH PASSION

In fact, PROGRAM ONE is an exclusive collection which can be 
identified by a careful and impeccable work of WTS group and of 
its incessant research to obtaining both excellence and innovation.

And this expert passion itself can be identified in every single step 
that is at the base of the whole production process of a refined, 
functional, sustainable and, obviously, Made in Italy faucet, as it is 
a PROGRAM ONE product. 



CREATE 
YOUR EXCLUSIVE TAPS

The dynamic and modular aspect of PROGRAM ONE collection is 
fulfilled in the refined selection of finishing that shines of pure combination 

of chrome, soft brass, black matt and graphite.

PROGRAM ONE, in its own modular and versatile meaning, offers 
different models of handles, a precious and rich choice with the evocative 

names of CENTURY, CHICAGO and MANHATTAN.

- N0 
Black Matt

- SB 
Soft brass

- C0 
Graphite

- 90 
Chrome

art. P1-KM04 - ..* 
Handle for mixer

Century

art. P1-KT04 - ..* 
Kit for 2 handle tap

art. P1-KD04 - ..* 
Handle for diverter

art. P1-KM03 - ..* 
Handle for mixer

Manhattan  

art. P1-KT03 - ..* 
Kit for 2 handle tap

art. P1-KD03 - .. *
Handle for diverter

art. P1-KM02 - ..* 
Handle for mixer

Chicago

art. P1-KT02 - ..* 
Kit for 2 handle tap

art. P1-KD02 - ..* 
Handle for diverter

* Choose your finishing: 



SHOWER



SHOWER

Drops of iridescent wellness descend from 
the shower heads  controlled by urban style 
mixers and taps, showing in full the sensorial 
experience of the shower.

Concealed One way
Concealed One way - diverter

Shower kit
Shower arm and round shower



Concealed One way
Concealed One way - diverter
Shower kit

Diverter

Mixer

art. P1- KS01 - ..*
Kit shower set

art. P1- KS02 - ..*
Shower arm and round shower head Ø200mm

art. P1- SH01 - ..*
Concealed One way

art. P1- SH01 - ..*
Concealed One way

art. P1- SH01 - ..*
Concealed One way

Mixer

art. P1-KM04 - ..* 
Century Handle for mixer

art. P1-KM03 - .. *
Manhattan Handle for mixer

art. P1-KM02 - ..* 
Chicago Handle for mixer

Diverter

art. P1- SH02 - ..*
Concealed One way - diverter

art. P1- SH02 - ..*
Concealed One way - diverter

art. P1- SH02 - ..*
Concealed One way - diverter

art. P1-KD04 - ..* 
Century Handle for diverter

art. P1-KD03 - ..* 
Manhattan Handle for diverter

art. P1-KD02 - ..* 
Chicago Handle for diverter

Shower



WALL
MOUNTED



WALL
MOUNTED

The PROGRAM ONE wall mounted faucets capture the attention 
thanks to their design, perfectly fulfilling the surrounding 
ambience, involving walls, fixtures and details of a luxury and 
contemporary interpretation in industrial-modern style.

The choice is enriched by four versions of finishing and handles: 
respectively: chrome, natural brass, black matt and graphite and 
handles CENTURY, CHICAGO and MANHATTAN.

Wall mounted basin mixer - 2 pcs



Wall mounted basin mixer - 1 hole Wall mounted 3 holes basin taps



art. P1- BW01 - ..*
Wall mounted basin mixer - 1 hole

art. P1- BW01 - ..*
Wall mounted basin mixer - 1 hole

art. P1- BW01 - ..*
Wall mounted basin mixer - 1 hole

art. P1- BW02 - ..*
Wall mounted basin mixer - 2 pcs

art. P1- BW02 - ..*
Wall mounted basin mixer - 2 pcs

art. P1- BW02 - ..*
Wall mounted basin mixer - 2 pcs

art. P1-KM04 - ..* 
Century Handle for mixer

art. P1-KM04 - ..* 
Century Handle for mixer

art. P1-KM03 - ..* 
Manhattan Handle for mixer

art. P1-KM03 - ..* 
Manhattan Handle for mixer

art. P1-KM02 - ..* 
Chicago Handle for mixer

art. P1-KM02 - ..* 
Chicago Handle for mixer

Wall Mounted

art. P1- BW50 - ..*
Wall mounted 3 holes basin taps

art. P1- BW50 - ..*
Wall mounted 3 holes basin taps

art. P1- BW50 - ..*
Wall mounted 3 holes basin taps

art. P1-KT04 - ..* 
Century Kit for 2 handle tap

art. P1-KT03 - ..* 
Manhattan Kit for 2 handle tap

art. P1-KT02 - ..* 
Chicago Kit for 2 handle tap



DECK
MOUNTED



DECK
MOUNTED

Height and firmness, a contemporary monolith for basin 
and sink faucets, both  in standard dimensions and in 
towering shapes, always characterized by the irresistible 
urban style of the handles CENTURY, CHICAGO and 
MANHATTAN and finishing chrome, natural brass, black 
matt and graphite you can choose among.

Medium wash basin 
mixer short spout



High medium wash basin mixer short spout

Medium wash basin mixer long spout



3 holes deck mounted basin mixer High medium wash basin mixer long spout



art. P1- BD01 - ..*
Medium wash basin mixer short spout

art. P1- BD01 - ..*
Medium wash basin mixer short spout

art. P1- BD01 - ..*
Medium wash basin mixer short spout

art. P1- BD01 - ..*
Medium wash basin mixer short spout

art. P1- BD01 - ..*
Medium wash basin mixer short spout

art. P1- BD01 - ..*
Medium wash basin mixer short spout

art. P1-KE01 - ..* 
Extension kit

art. P1-KE01 - ..* 
Extension kit

art. P1-KE01 - ..* 
Extension kit

art. P1-KM04 - ..* 
Century Handle for mixer

art. P1-KM04 - ..* 
Century Handle for mixer

art. P1-KM03 - ..* 
Manhattan Handle for mixer

art. P1-KM03 - ..* 
Manhattan Handle for mixer

art. P1-KM02 - ..* 
Chicago Handle for mixer

art. P1-KM02 - ..* 
Chicago Handle for mixer

art. P1- BD50 - ..*
3 holes deck mounted basin mixer

art. P1- BD50 - ..*
3 holes deck mounted basin mixer

art. P1- BD50 - ..*
3 holes deck mounted basin mixer

art. P1-KT04 - ..* 
Century Kit for 2 handle tap

art. P1-KT03 - ..* 
Manhattan Kit for 2 handle tap

art. P1-KT02 - ..*
Chicago Kit for 2 handle tap

Deck Mounted

art. P1- BD02 - ..*
Medium wash basin mixer long spout

art. P1- BD02 - ..*
Medium wash basin mixer long spout

art. P1- BD02 - ..*
Medium wash basin mixer long spout

art. P1- BD02 - ..*
Medium wash basin mixer long spout

art. P1- BD02 - ..*
Medium wash basin mixer long spout

art. P1- BD02 - ..*
Medium wash basin mixer long spout

art. P1-KE01 - ..* 
Extension kit

art. P1-KE01 - ..* 
Extension kit

art. P1-KE01 - ..* 
Extension kit

art. P1-KM04 - ..* 
Century Handle for mixer

art. P1-KM04 - ..*
Century Handle for mixer

art. P1-KM03 - ..* 
Manhattan Handle for mixer

art. P1-KM03 - ..* 
Manhattan Handle for mixer

art. P1-KM02 - ..* 
Chicago Handle for mixer

art. P1-KM02 - ..* 
Chicago Handle for mixer



SCAN HERE 
and customize your 

Program One faucet.

www.program-one.com

CREATE 
YOUR EXCLUSIVE TAPS

PROGRAM ONE is the future of high level 
Italian faucets; this is why the spectacular 
design innovation can only be modular.

Each faucet belonging to this collection 
can be easily customized according to 
your aesthetic preferences, by using the 

dedicated configurator, thanks to the  many 
combinations proposed by the collection.

PACKAGING

PROGRAM ONE package, 
fully recyclable, is composed 
by an ecological cardboard 

where the products are immersed 
then in wood shavings, a shock 

absorbent and anti-scratch 
packaging.

The 
new 
URBAN style.
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Concealed One way

Shower

Wall Mounted

art. P1- SH02 
Concealed One way - diverter

art. P1- KS01
Kit shower set

art. P1- KS02 
Shower arm and round shower 
head Ø200mm

art. P1- BW01 
Wall mounted basin mixer - 1 hole

art. P1- BW02 
Wall mounted basin mixer - 2 pcs

art. P1- BW50
Wall mounted 3 holes basin taps
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art. P1- BD01 
Medium wash basin mixer short spout

art. P1- BD02 
Medium wash basin mixer long spout

art. P1- BD01 
Medium wash basin mixer short spout

art. P1- BD02
Medium wash basin mixer long spout

art. P1-KE01  
Extension kit

art. P1-KE01 - .. 
Extension kit

art. P1- BD50 
3 holes deck mounted basin mixer

Deck Mounted



PROGRAM ONE collection is
a project developed, produced and distributed in alliance 

with Teorema Rubinetterie and Ottone Meloda.

Due to its modern and versatile allure, able to carry out 
the impactful stylistic trends , this collection becomes 
a cult for who is interested in the research of a cutting 

edge design that characterized the bathrooms.

Credits
Brand management: Simone Lucchini, Gloria Rivetti 

Art direction: simonelucchini.com
Rendering 3D:  Widestudio.it 



A project of

WTS S.p.A.
Via XX Settembre, 120 - 25020 Flero – Brescia (Italy)

Tel +39 030 3539060 – Fax +39 030 3581793
www.wtsgroup.eu

Create your exclusive taps.

www.program-one.com


